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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

There are many occasions, however, when one encounters collections of non-distinct objects, in such situations the term

‘multiset’ is used instead of ‘set’. The notion of M-topological spaces and the concept of open M-sets were introduced by

Girish and sunil Jacob John [5]. In this paper topologies on multisets were provided and they could be useful for measuring

the similarities and dissimilarities between the universes of the objects which are multisets. Moreover, topologies on multisets

can be associated to IC-bags or nk-bags introduced by Chakrabarthy [2] with the help of rough set theory. The association of

rough set theory and topologies on multisets through bags with interval counts [2] could be used to develop theoretical study

of covering based rough sets with respect to universe as multisets. Dontchev [3] introduced a new class of mappings called

contra-continuity. Jafari and Noiri [4] exhibited and studied among others a new weaker form of this class of mappings called

contra-α-continuous and contra-precontinuous mappings. The concept of B-set was studied by Indira and Rekha [6]. In

this paper, the concepts of Fr-B open sets, contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set functions are studied with necessary examples. In

this connection, the concepts of Fr-B-connected M-spaces, Fr-B-normal M-spaces, ultra normal M-spaces, strongly S-closed

M-spaces and Fr-B-compact M-spaces are studied. Finally, the applications of contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set functions on

various M-spaces are discussed. Throughout this paper X denote a non-empty set, M ∈ [X]W and CM : X → W where W

is the set of all whole numbers.

Definition 1.1 ([5]). Let M ∈ [X]w and τ ⊆ P ∗(M). Then τ is called a Multiset topology of M if τ satisfies the following

properties.
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(1). The M-set M and the empty M-set φ are in τ .

(2). The M-set union of the elements of any sub collection of τ is in τ .

(3). The M-set intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of τ is in τ .

Definition 1.2 ([5]). Given a sub M-set A of an M-topological space M in [X]w, the interior of A is defined as the M-set union

of all open M-sets contained in A and is denoted by Int(A) i.e., Int(A) =
⋃
{G ⊆ M : G is an open M-set and G ⊆ A}

and CInt(A)(x) = max{CG(x) : G ⊆ A,G ∈ τ}.

Definition 1.3 ([5]). Given a sub M-set A of an M-topological space M in [X]w, the closure of A is defined as the M-set inter-

section of all closed M-sets containing A and is denoted by Cl(A) i.e., Cl(A) =
⋂
{K ⊆M : K is a closed M-set and A ⊆ K}

and CCl(A)(x) = min{CK(x) : A ⊆ K,K ∈ τ c}.

Definition 1.4 ([10]). Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. If for every two M-singletons {k1/x1}, {k2/x2} ⊆M such that

x1 6= x2, then there exist G, H ∈ τ such that {k1/x1} ⊆ G, {k2/x2} ⊆ H and G ∩ H = φ. Hence (M, τ) is a Hausdorff

M-space.

Definition 1.5 ([10]). Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. If for all F1, F2 ∈ τC such that F1 ∩ F2 = φ, there exist

G,H ∈ τ such that F1 ⊆ G, F2 ⊆ H and G ∩H = φ. Hence (M, τ) is a normal M-space.

2. Contra Fr-B-Continuous M-Set Functions

Definition 2.1. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. The frontier of any sub M-set A of M is defined as if Fr(A) =

Cl(A) ∩ Cl(AC) with CFr(A)(x) = min{CCl(A)(x), CcCl(A(x)} for all x ∈ X.

Definition 2.2. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. Any sub M-set A of M is called a t-open M-set if Int(A) = Int(Cl(A))

with CInt(A)(x) = CInt(Cl(A))(x), for all x ∈ X.

Definition 2.3. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space and a sub M-set P of M is called a B-open M-set if P = Q ∩ R with

CP (x) = min{CQ(x), CR(x)}, for all x ∈ X where Q is an open M-set and R is a t-open M-set.

Definition 2.4. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. Any sub M-set A of M is called a Fr-B-open M-set if Fr(A) ⊆ P

with CFr(A)(x) ≤ CP (x), whenever A ⊆ P with CA(x) ≤ CP (x) and P is a B-open M-set, for all x ∈ X. The complement

of a Fr-B-open M-set is said to be a Fr-B-closed M-set.

Example 2.5. Let X = {a, b, c}, W = 2. Let M = {1/a, 2/b, 1/c}. Let τ = {M,φ, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}. Then

τ c = {φ,M, {2/b, 1/c}, {1/a, 1/c}, {1/c}}. Let A = {1/c} be a sub M-set of M. Let P = {1/c} where P is B-open M-sets.

Now Fr(A) = {1/c} = P with CFr(A)(x) = CP (x) for all x ∈ X, whenever A = P . Therefore A is Fr-B-open M-set.

Definition 2.6. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. For any sub M-set A of M in [X]W , the Fr-B-interior of

A is defined as the M-set union of all Fr-B-open M-sets contained in A and is denoted by Fr-B-Int(A) i.e., Fr −

B − Int(A) =
⋃
{G : each G ⊆M is a Fr-B-open M-set and G ⊆ A} with CFr−B−Int(A)(x) = max{CG(x) : G ⊆

A, each G is an Fr-B-open M-set}, for all x ∈ X.

Definition 2.7. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. For any sub M-set A of an M-topological space M in [X]W , the

Fr-B-closure of A is defined as the M-set intersection of all closed M-sets containing A and is denoted by Fr-B-Cl(A) i.e.,

Fr − B − Cl(A) =
⋂
{K : each K ⊆M is an Fr-B-closed M-set and A ⊆ K} with CFr−B−Cl(A)(x) = min{Ck(x) : A ⊆

K, each K is an Fr-B-closed M-set}, for all x ∈ X.
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Definition 2.8. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is said to

be a continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is an open M-set in (M, τ) for every open M-set V in (N,σ).

Definition 2.9. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is called a

Fr-B-continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is a Fr-B-open M-set in (M, τ) for every open M-set V of (N,σ).

Example 2.10. Let X = {a, b, c}, W1 = 2, Y = {x, y, z}, and W2 = 1. Let M = {1/a, 2/b, 1/c} and N = {1/x, 1/y, 1/z}

be two M-sets. Let τ = {M,φ, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}. σ = {N,φ, {1/z}} be two M-topologies on M and N respectively.

Then (M, τ) and (N,σ) are M-topological spaces. The Fr-B-open M-sets are M, φ, {1/c}, {1/a, 1/c}, {2/b, 1/c}, {1/b, 1/c},

{1/a, 1/b, 1/c}. Let the M-set function f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) be given by f = {(1/a, 1/x)/1, (2/b, 1/y)/2, (1/c, 1/z)/1}. For

the open M-set A = {1/z} in (N,σ), f−1(A) = {1/c} and is a Fr-B-open M-set in (M, τ). Trivially f−1(φ) = φ and

f−1(N) = M are Fr-B-open M-sets in (M, τ). Thus the inverse image of every open M-set of (N,σ) is a Fr-B-open M-set

in (M, τ). Hence f is a Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Definition 2.11. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is called

a contra continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is a closed M-set(respectively open M-set) in (M, τ) for every open M-set

(respectively closed M-set) V of (N,σ).

Definition 2.12. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. A function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is called a contra

Fr-B-continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is a Fr-B-closed M-set (respectively Fr-B-open M-set) in (M, τ) for every open

M-set (respectively closed M-set) V in (N,σ).

Example 2.13. Let X = {a, b, c}, W1 = 2, Y = {x, y, z}, and W2 = 1. Let M = {1/a, 2/b, 1/c} and N = {1/x, 1/y, 1/z} be

two M-sets. τ = {M,φ, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}} and σ = {N,φ, {1/x}, {1/y}, {1/x, 1/y}} be two M-topologies on M and N

respectively. Then (M, τ) and (N,σ) are M-topological spaces. The Fr-B-closed M-sets are M, φ, {1/a, 2/b}, {2/b}, {1/a},

{1/a, 1/b}, {1/b}. Let the M-set function f : M → N be given by f = {(1/a, 1/x)/1, (2/b, 1/y)/2, (1/c, 1/z)/1}. For the

open M-set A = {1/x} in (N,σ), f−1(A) = {1/a} is a Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). For the open M-set A = {1/y} in (N,σ),

f−1(A) = {2/b} is a Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). For the open M-set A = {1/x, 1/y} in (N,σ), f−1(A) = {1/a, 1/b} is a

Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). Trivially f−1(φ) = φ and f−1(N) = M are a Fr-B-closed M-sets in (M, τ). Thus the inverse

image of every open M-set of (N,σ) is a Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). Hence, f is a contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Proposition 2.14. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. For any M-set function f : (M, τ) → (N,σ),

the following statements are equivalent:

(1). f is a contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

(2). f(Fr −B − Cl(A)) ⊆ Clf(A), for each A ⊆M with Cf(Fr−B−cl(A))(x) ≤ CClf(A)(x), for all x ∈ X.

(3). Fr −B − Clf−1(B) ⊆ f−1(Cl(B)), for each B ⊆ N with CFr−BCl(f−1(B))(x) ≤ Cf−1(Cl(B))(x), for all x ∈ X.

(4). f−1(Int(B)) ⊆ Fr −B − Int(f−1(B)), for each B ⊆ N with Cf−1(Int(B))(x) ≤ CFr−B−Int(f−1(B))(x), for all x ∈ X.

Remark 2.15. The composition of two contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set functions need not be a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set

function as shown in the following Example.

Example 2.16. Let X = {x, y, z}, W1 = 2, Y = {a, b, c}, W2 = 1 and Z = {d, e}, W3 = 1. Let M = {2/x, 2/y, 1/z},

N = {1/a, 1/b, 1/c} and P = {1/d, 1/e} be M-sets. Let τ = {M,φ, {2/x}, {2/y}, {2/x, 2/y}}, σ = {N,φ, {1/a}, {1/a, 1/c}}

and η = {P, φ, {1/d}, {1/e}} be M-topologies on M, N and P respectively. Now the Fr-B-open M-sets of (M, τ) are M,
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φ, {1/z}, {2/x, 1/z}, {2/y, 1/z}, {1/x, 2/y, 1/z}, {2/x, 1/y, 1/z}, {1/x, 1/y, 1/z}, {1/y, 1/z} and the Fr-B-open M-sets

of (N,σ) are N, φ, {1/b}, {1/b, 1/c}, {1/a, 1/b} and the closed M-sets of (P, η) are P, φ, {1/d}, {1/e}. Let the M-

sets functions f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) and g : (N,σ) → (P, η) be defined as f = {(2/x, 1/b)/2, (2/y, 1/c)/2, (1/z, 1/a)/1}

and g = {(1/a, 1/d)/1, (1/b, 1/d)/1, (1/c, 1/e)/1}. Since the functions f and g are contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set functions.

But their composition is not a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set functions, since for the open M-set U = {1/d} in (P, η),

(g ◦ f)−1(U) = {2/x, 1/z}, which is not Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). Also for the closed M-set V = {1/e} in (P, η),

(g ◦ f)−1(V ) = {2/y}, which is not Fr-B-open M-set in (M, τ). Hence, the composition of two contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set

functions need not be a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Proposition 2.17. Let (M, τ), (N,σ) and (P, γ) be any three M-topological spaces. If a function f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a

surjective Fr-B-continuous M-set function and g : (N,σ)→ (P, γ) is a contra continuous M-set function then g◦f : (M, τ)→

(P, γ) is a contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Proof. Let A be an open M-set in (P, γ). Since g is a contra continuous M-set function, g−1(A) is a closed M-set in (N,σ).

Since f is a surjective Fr-B-continuous M-set function, (g ◦f)−1(A) = f−1(g−1(A)) is Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ). Therefore

g ◦ f is a contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Definition 2.18. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. A sub M-set A of M is called a clopen M-set if it is both open M-set

and closed M-set in (M, τ).

Definition 2.19. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. A sub M-set A of M is called a Fr-B-clopen M-set if it is both

Fr-B-open M-set and Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ).

Definition 2.20. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is called

a perfectly continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is a clopen M-set in (M, τ) for every open M-set V in (N,σ).

Definition 2.21. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is called

a perfectly Fr-B-continuous M-set function if f−1(V ) is a clopen M-set in (M, τ) for every Fr-B-open M-set V in (N,σ).

Proposition 2.22. Let (M, τ), (N,σ) and (P, η) be any three M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is a perfectly-Fr-

B-continuous M-set function and g : (N,σ)→ (P, η) is a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function, then g ◦f : (M, τ)→ (P, η)

is a perfectly continuous M-set function.

Proof. Let U be any open M-set in (P, η). Since g is a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function, then g−1(U) is a Fr-B-closed

M-set in (N,σ) and since f is a perfectly-Fr-B-continuous M-set function, then f−1(g−1(U)) = (g ◦ f)−1(U) is clopen in

(M, τ). Therefore g ◦ f is a perfectly continuous M-set function.

Definition 2.23. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any M-set function f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is said

to be an irresolute M-set function if f−1(V ) is an open M-set (respectively closed M-set) in (M, τ) for every open M-set

(respectively closed M-set) V of (N,σ).

Definition 2.24. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Any function f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is said to

be a Fr-B-irresolute M-set function, if f−1(A) is a Fr-B-open M-set (respectively Fr-B-closed M-set) in (M, τ) for every

Fr-B-open M-set (respectively Fr-B-closed M-set) A of (N,σ).

Proposition 2.25. Let (M, τ), (N,σ) and (P, η) be any three M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is an Fr-B-

irresolute M-set function and g : (N,σ) → (P, η) is a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function. Then g ◦ f : (M, τ) → (P, η)

is contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function.
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Proof. Let A be any open M-set in (P, η). Since g is a contra-Fr-B continuous M-set function then g−1(A) is an Fr-B-closed

M-set in (N,σ) and since f is an Fr-B-irresolute M-set function then f−1(g−1(A)) = (g ◦ f)−1(A) is a Fr-B-closed M-set in

(M, τ). Therefore, g ◦ f is a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function.

Definition 2.26. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. If for each pair of distinct points m/x and m/y in M, there exists

Fr-B-open M-sets A and B containing m/x and m/y respectively, such that m/x /∈ B and m/y /∈ A, then (M, τ) is said to

be an Fr −B −MT1 space.

Definition 2.27. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. If for each pair of distinct points m/x and m/y in M, there exist

Fr-B-open M-sets A and B containing m/x and m/y respectively, such that m/x /∈ B and m/y /∈ A and A ∩ B = φ, with

CA∩B(x) = 0, then (M, τ) is said to be a Fr −B −MT2 space.

Definition 2.28. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. If for each pair of distinct points m/x and m/y in M, there exist

disjoint open M-sets U and V containing m/x and m/y respectively, such that Cl(U) ∩ Cl(V ) = φ with CCl(U)∩Cl(V ) = 0,

then (M, τ) is said to be an Urysohn M-space.

Proposition 2.29. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If

(1). for each pair of distinct points m/x and m/y in M, there exist an M-set function f of (M, τ) into (N,σ) such that

f(m/x) 6= f(m/y);

(2). (N,σ) is an Urysohn M-space and

(3). f is a contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function at m/x and m/y then (M, τ) is a Fr −B −MT2-space.

3. Applications of Contra-Fr-B-Continuous M-Set Functions

Definition 3.1. An M-topological space (M, τ) is called a Fr-B-M T1/2 Space if every Fr-B-closed M-set (respectively,

Fr-B-open M-set) is a closed M-set (respectively, open M-set).

Proposition 3.2. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If (M, τ) is an Fr-B-M T1/2 Space, then every

contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is a contra continuous M-set function.

Proof. Let A be an open M-set of (N,σ). Since f is contra Fr-B-continuous, f−1(A) is a Fr-B-closed M-set in (M, τ).

Since (M, τ) is a Fr-B-M T1/2 Space, every Fr-B-closed M-set is a closed M-set. Hence f−1(A) is a closed M-set. Therefore,

f is contra continuous M-set function.

Definition 3.3. An M-topological space (M, τ) is called a connected M-space, if M is not the union of two disjoint non-empty

open M-sets.

Definition 3.4. An M-topological space (M, τ) is called a Fr-B-connected M-space, if M is not the union of two disjoint

non-empty Fr-B-open M-sets.

Example 3.5. Let X = {a, b}, W = 2 and M = {2/a, 2/b}, t = {M,φ, {2/a}, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}.

Clearly t is an M-topology and the ordered pair (M, τ) is an M-topological space. The Fr-B-open M-sets

{M,φ, {2/a}, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/b}, {2/a, 1/b}, {1/a, 1/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}. Let U = {1/a} and V = {2/b}, which are disjoint

non-empty Fr-B-open sub M-sets of M such that M 6= U ∪ V with CM (x) 6= max{CU (x), CV (x)}, for all x ∈ X. Hence,

(M, τ) is a Fr-B-connected M-space.
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Remark 3.6.

(1). An M-topological space (M, τ) is connected if and only if the only sub M-sets of M that are both open M-set and closed

M-set in (M, τ) are the empty M-set and M itself.

(2). Similarly, an M-topological space (M, τ) is Fr-B-connected if and only if Fr-B-clopen M-sets are empty M-set and M

itself.

Proposition 3.7. A contra-Fr-B-continuous image of a Fr-B-connected M-space is connected.

Proposition 3.8. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ)→ (N,σ) is a contra Fr-B-continuous

injection and (N,σ) is Hausdorff M-space, then (M, τ) is a Fr-B-M T1 space.

Definition 3.9. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be an ultra Hausdorff M-space, if for each pair of distinct points

m/x and m/y in M, there exist clopen M-sets A and B containing m/x and m/y respectively such that A ∩ B = φ with

CA ∩B(x) = min{CA(x), CB(x)}, for all x ∈ X.

Proposition 3.10. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a contra Fr-B-

continuous injection, and (N,σ) is an ultra Hausdorff M-space, then (M, τ) is a Fr-B-M T2-space.

Proof. Let m/x and m/y be any two distinct points of M. Since (N,σ) is an ultra Hausdorff M-space and f(m/x) 6=

f(m/y), there exist clopen M-sets A and B containing f(m/x) and f(m/y) respectively such that A∩B = φ with CA∩B(x) =

min{CA(x), CB(x)}, for all x ∈ X. Since f is contra-Fr-B-continuous, then f−1(A) and f−1(B) are Fr-B-closed M-sets such

that f−1(A) ∩ f−1(B) = φ with Cf−1(A)∩f−1(B)(x) = Cφ(x) = 0. Also x ∈ mf−1(A) and y ∈ mf−1(B). Hence, M is a

Fr-B-M T2-space.

Definition 3.11. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be a Fr-B-normal M-space, if for each pair A, B of disjoint closed

M-sets of M, there exist disjoint Fr-B-open M-sets containing A and B respectively.

Definition 3.12. Any M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be an ultra normal M-space, if each pair A, B of disjoint closed

M-sets of M, there exist disjoint clopen M-sets U and V containing A and B respectively.

Proposition 3.13. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a contra Fr-B-

continuous closed injection and (N,σ) is an ultra normal, then (M, τ) is a Fr-B-normal.

Proof. Let A and B be disjoint closed sub M-sets of M. Since f is a closed injection, f(A) and f(B) are disjoint and closed

in N. Since (N,σ) is ultra normal, f(A) and f(B) are separated by disjoint clopen M-sets U and V respectively. Since f is a

contra Fr-B-continuous M-set function, A ⊆ f−1(U) with CA(x) ≤ Cf−1(U)(x) and B ⊆ f−1(V ) with CB(x) ≤ Cf−1(U)(x)

are Fr-B-open M-sets such that f−1(U)∩f−1(V ) = φ with Cf−1(U)∩f−1(V )(x) = Cφ(x) = 0. Hence (M, τ) is Fr-B-normal.

Definition 3.14. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. A collection C of subM-sets of M is said to cover M, or to be a

covering of M, if the union of elements of C is equal to M i.e.,
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M where I is an indexed set with max {CAi(x), i ∈

I where each Ai ⊆M} = CM (x), for all x in X. Such a cover of M is said to be an open (respectively preopen, regular open,

Fr-B-open) covering of M if each Ai ∈ C is an open (respectively preopen, regular open, Fr-B-open) M-set of (M, τ).

Definition 3.15. Let (M, τ) be an M-topological space. A cover C of M is said to be a closed (respectively regular closed,

preclosed, Fr-B-closed) cover of M if
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M with max {CAi(x), i ∈ I where each Ai ⊆M} = CM (x), for all x in X,

where each Ai ∈ C is a closed (respectively regular closed, preclosed, Fr-B-closed) M-set with max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} = CM (x),

for all x in X.
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Definition 3.16. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be a strongly S-closed M-space if every closed cover of M has a

finite subcover i.e., for any collection {Ai ⊆ M, i ∈ I} of closed M-sets with
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M and max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} = CM (x),

for all x in X, there exists a finite subset J of I such that
⋃
i∈J

Ai = M with max{CAi(x), i ∈ J} = CM (x), for all x in X.

Definition 3.17. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be a compact M-space if every open covering of M contains

a finite sub collection that also covers M i.e., for any collection {Ai ⊆ M, i ∈ I} of open M-sets with
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M and

max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} = CM (x), for all x in X, there exists a finite subset J of I such that
⋃
i∈J

Ai = M with max{CAi(x), i ∈

J} = CM (x), for all x in X.

Definition 3.18. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be a Fr-B-compact M-space if every Fr-B-open cover of M has

a finite subcover i.e., for any collection {Ai ⊆ M, i ∈ I} of Fr-B-open M-sets with
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M and max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} =

CM (x), for all x in X, there exists a finite subset J of I such that
⋃
i∈J

Ai = M with max{CAi(x), i ∈ J} = CM (x), for all x

in X.

Example 3.19. Let X = {a, b}, W = 2 and M = {2/a, 2/b}, τ = {M,φ, {2/a}, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}.

Clearly τ is an M-topology and the ordered pair (M, τ) is an M-topological space. The Fr-B-open cov-

ering {M,φ, {2/a}, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/b}, {2/a, 1/b}, {1/a, 1/b}, {1/a, 2/b}} of M contains a finite subcollection

{φ, {1/a, 2/b}, {2/a, 1/b}, {2/a}} that also cover M. Hence, (M, τ) is a Fr-B-compact M-space.

Proposition 3.20. A contra-Fr-B-continuous image of a Fr-B-compact M-space is strongly S-closed.

Definition 3.21. An M-topological space (M, τ) is said to be strongly Fr-B-closed if every Fr-B-closed cover of M has a finite

subcover i.e., for any collection {Ai ⊆M, i ∈ I} of Fr-B-closed M-sets, such
⋃
i∈I

Ai = M with max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} = CM (x),

for all x in X, there exist a finite subset J of I such that
⋃
i∈J

Ai = M with max{CAi(x), i ∈ J} = CM (x), for all x in X.

Example 3.22. Let X = {a, b}, W = 3 and M = {2/a, 3/b}, τ = {M,φ, {1/a}, {2/b}, {1/a, 2/b}}.

Clearly τ is an M-topology and the ordered pair (M, τ) is an M-topological space. The Fr-B-closed covering

{M,φ, {3/b}, {2/a}, {2/a, 1/b}, {1/a}, {2/a, 2/b}, {1/a, 1/b}, {1/a, 2/b}, {2/b}, {1/b}} of M contains a finite subcollection

{φ, {2/a, 2/b}, {3/b}, {2/a, 1/b}} that also cover M. Hence, (M, τ) is a strongly Fr-B-closed M-space.

Proposition 3.23. A contra-Fr-B-continuous image of a strongly Fr-B-closed M-space is compact.

Proof. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. Suppose that f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a contra-Fr-B-

continuous surjection. Let {Ai ∈ σ, i ∈ I, where I is an indexed set} be any open cover of (N,σ). Then
⋃
i∈ I

Ai = M with

max{CAi(x), i ∈ I} = CM (x), for all x in X. Since f is a contra-Fr-B-continuous M-set function, then {f−1(Ai), i ∈ I} is

an Fr-B-closed cover of (M, τ), then
⋃
i∈I

f−1(Ai) = M . Since (M, τ) is strongly-Fr-B-closed, then there exist a finite subset

J of I such that M =
⋃
i∈J

f−1(Ai) with CM (x) = max{Cf−1(Ai)
, i ∈ J , each f−1(Ai) ⊆ M is a Fr-B-closed M-set }, for all

x ∈ X. Thus, f(M) = N =
⋃
i∈J

Ai, each Ai is an open M-set with CN (x) = max{CAi(x), i ∈ J , each Ai is an open M-set },

for all x ∈ X. Hence (N,σ) is compact.

Proposition 3.24. Let (M, τ) and (N,σ) be any two M-topological spaces. If f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a Fr-B-irresolute

surjective M-set function and (M, τ) is strongly Fr-B-closed then (N, σ) is strongly Fr-B-closed.

Proof. Suppose that f : (M, τ) → (N,σ) is a Fr-B-irresolute surjection. Let {Ai ⊆ N, i ∈ I} be any Fr-B-closed cover

of (N,σ). Since f is a Fr-B-irresolute M-set function, {f−1(Ai), i ∈ I} is a Fr-B-closed cover of (M, τ) i.e.,
⋃
i∈I

f−1(Ai) =

M . Since (M, τ) is strongly Fr-B-closed, there exists a finite subset J of I such that M =
⋃
i∈J

f−1(Ai) with CM (x) =
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max{Cf−1(Ai)
, i ∈ J , each f−1(Ai) is a Fr-B-closed M-set}, for all x ∈ X. Thus, f(M) = N = f

( ⋃
i∈J
{f−1(Ai), i ∈ J}

)
=⋃

i∈J
Ai, each Ai ⊆ N is a Fr-B-closed M-set with CN (x) = max{CAi , i ∈ J , each Ai is a Fr-B-closed M-set}, for all x ∈ X.

Hence (N,σ) is strongly Fr-B-closed.
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